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MOTION REGARDING JOINT COMMUTE 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 

PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI. O. RAJAGOPAL): Sir, on behalf of Dr. 

Raman, I move the following Motion :— 

"That Dr. Biplab Dasgupta and Shri Fali S. Nariman, Members, Rajya 

Sabha, be appointed to the Joint Committee of the Houses on the Patents 

(Second Amendment) Bill, 1999, in the vacancies caused by the retirement of 

Dr. Biplab Dasgupta and Shri Jayant Kumar Malhoutra from the membership 

of Rajya Sabha w.e.f 2nd April, 2000." 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

MOTION REGARDING SELECT COMMITTEE 

SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR (Maharashtra) : Sir, I move the following 

motion:— 

"That this House do appoint Shri J. Chitharanjan to the Select 

Committee on the Prevention of Money-Laundering Bill, 1999 in the 

vacancy caused by the retirement of Shri Gurudas Das Gupta from the 

membership of Rajya Sabha." 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

SPECIAL MENTIONS                                   

Delay in the Passage of Women's Reservation Bill 
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SHRI SOLIPETTA RAMACHANDRA REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. 

Chairmiim, Sir, I associate myself with this issue.  Thank you. 
  
 �� ��ह��� � � !	�(�o� ��#6): �	ह��T� �#  ���# �2 �0iD7 �� ���
# �.	48 ; 
....... ...(���	�)............ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: One person from each party. ...(Interruptions).... Every 

party is interested in this Bill.  I will call one person from every party. 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I 

associate myself with this issue which has been raised by Shrimati SarIa 

Maheshwari and Shri Sanjay Nirupam. Sir, we agree with each other on very 

rare occasions. 
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 �� ��"� ��#$�: ��,4� �ह. �0x#  ह7=# �
 �� ह� �ह�� ह7=# ; ...(���	�)... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Sir, thLs Bill has already been introduced 

and a great deal of discussion has taken place. 1 would request the 

Government to make one serious effort to bring about some sort of a 

consensus. So far as our party is concerned, we are fully committed to 

provide 33 per cent reservation. 1 would like to assure the Government that 

whenever they bring this Bill for consideration in any of the Houses, they 

would get our full support. 

We do bebeve that there is a need for making another effort. I am not 

going into the proposal of the Election Commission because in a meeting of 

the recognised parties, various political parties, including the ruling party, the 

BJP, have expressed their views. They also felt that the Constitution 

(Amendment) Bill which is pending before the House should be given a fair 

trial and another exercise should be made and evolve a consensus so that we 

can introduce the Constitution (Amendment) Bill with the requisite numbers, 

and fulfil the commitment which most of the political parties have made in 

their manifestoes for reservation for women in both the Lok Sabha and in the 

Vidhan Sabha.   Thank you, Sir. 

SHRl SANTOSH BAGRODIA (Rajasthan): I associate myself with this. 

SHRIMATI AMBIKA SONI (Delhi): 1 also associate myself with this 

Special Mention. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) JOYASREE GOSWAMI MAHANTA (Assam): Sir, it is 

a very serious matter that the Women's Reservation Bill has remained 

stagnant for a long time. On my behalf and on the behalf of my party, I 

support this Bill. Sir, in our voting pattern under the Constitution of India, the 

right of women and men is equal. But the women are not being equally 

represented here. The atrocities and other problems of women are not 

properly focussed in Parliament. So, I want the passage and passing of the 

Women's Reservation Bill with immediate effect. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA (Assam): I also associate myself with this 

Special Mention. 
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SHRI R. MARGABANDU (Tamil Nadu): Sir, my party and my leader. 

Dr. Puratchi Thalaivi, are fully committed to this Bill and we want that this Bill 

should be introduced and passed. Now all the political parties are talking 

about reservation for women and their uplift. But they are reluctant to push the 

Bill through and, thereby, give them due powers. My party is committed to this, 

and therefore, I request this Government to introduce this Bill and get it 

passed. 

SHRI C.P. THIRUNAVUKKARASU (Pondicherry): I welcome this . Bill. 

The DMK party will, definiter, vote for the Bill once it is placed before both the 

Houses. I just want to say one thing. Shri Sanjay Nirupam said that there 

should not be any division among women. We are not saying that there should 

be a division. But, on the other hand, there should be reservation in the Bill for 

backward classes. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and the minority 

communities. There should also be a reservation for women in the Panchayati 

elections. Under the Constitution, there is reservation for backward classes, the 

Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes and the minority communities. These 

downtrodden people should be able to get representation in Parliament. But, 

even without this provision for reservation, we would support the Bill as it is. 
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ह�,B� �X �� >*� �I� �� ह� :0�� ह� �� B��. ::9 :� �ह. ह� L� �X ���y ह�
# �� ह� ; 
45�# 	� ��4� 	
i�� 4. 
# �ह� 	� हz� �:#=� L� ���#  ��� �X C� ह� 4�8=� ; �� 
��4
.	�� ��7 �# �ह �ह
� :�ह�. ह�� 4� ���{#� �� B��� ����
 ह�,�o� �E �� B��� 
����
 ह�,H�7 
हZ B� 	�*#�� �� ��� ��
# �#  	�8 ���� 4��� ह� ; 4� 	�� �� �ह� ह�=. �� 
)�
# >� �� ह� 4�8=� 	� 	�\/# L� )	� 	�\/# L� )c���,�� �=� �. �	ह��T� �� 
>�E1 	��� 4�
� :�	ह�# �� 
हZ 	��� 4�
� :�	ह�# ; �� �# �� 4� )c���,�� �=R �� 
	ह�5D. ह�
# �� ���� ���# ह� �
�� ��9 I�6 ह� 4�8=� ; B�	�8 �� B� 	�� �#  ��� ह�
# L� 
��8 4�
# �� ���� ����
 ���. ह�� ; ���� ��ह#n�. 4. 
# 4� ��� �(�Y ,�� ���� ����
 ���. 
ह�� ; ��� ह. ��� �ह 	
�#�
 ��
� :�ह�. ह�� 	� B��2 	�\/#, )	� 	�\/# L� )c���,�� �=� 
�. �	ह��T� �� >�E1 	��� 4�
� :�	ह�# L� 	�� B�. �X �2 �#6 ���#  ��� ह�
� :�	ह�# ; 
B�#H6
 ��.6
 
# 4� ��� �ह. ह�,�� �� 3. �� ��bS�7 �� i ��| ह�
� :�	ह�# ; B
 6}�7 
�#  ��� �� �	ह�� >�E1 	�� ��8 4�
# �� ����
 ���. ह�� ;  
 
 �� �	��� '�(	��(�&ह	�): ह�
# f.��. ���/. �#�. �� �0,� ��X. �
� �� �ह�# ह. 
>�E1 ��=� �� 	��� ह� ; ...(���	�) 

SHRI S. R. BOMMAI (Karnataka): Sir, I am proud to state that it was the 

Karnataka Government which, for the first time, reserved 33% of the seats in 

all the panchayats, taluqa panchayats, zila parishads, corporations and 

municipalities, for women. And it has been our experience that after that, the 

administration of these local bodies has improved. Now, we have gone a step 

ahead. We have provided reservation for women belonging to Backward 

Classes, minorities and the Scheduled Castes, separately, and women from 

these categories are occupying the offices of chairmen, presidents or mayors 

of corporations, and there is no conflict. It is smoothly working. Therefore, we 

have already supported it in principle. I think the -Government should not 

hesitate in bringing the Bill in this session and, if necessary, a consensus can 

be arrived at. The Prime Minister has already made an effort. The Prime 

Minister can make another effort so that the Bill is passed without much 

discussion.  I support it. 
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 ����� ���	 )	��	(=04���): �3��	� �ह���,B� �	ह�� >�E1 	�� �� ��8 
4�
# �#  ���#  �2 ��� ��� ::9 ह��. �ह�. ह� L� �0A# �=�� ह5 ह�#6� B��� ��D����1 3���.� 
4
�� ��S_ �� 	��� 4��� ह� 	� �ह �#6 
हZ �� �ह# ह� ; �0A# �=�� ह� 	� �ह �ह0� =�� ��� ह�  
H�7	� ह���. 3���.� 4
�� ��S_ �� �ह 	�n�� ह5 	� �X 
��9��0 ��h���# �X ����# �#��� ; 
B�	�8 ह���. ��S_ ह�#6� B� 	�� �� ��� ����
# �#  �E �2 �ह. ह� ; �ह 	�� ��� ह�
� :�	ह�# ; 
�#	�
 
 4�
# ��4
.	�� I���� �(�
# �#  	�8 �0 \ ��bS��� �0 \ 
 �0 \ �ह�. �ह�. ह� ; g�� 

हZ ह�
� :�	ह�# ; �0A# �=�� ह�  	� L��2 �E� ह� L� �ह  )�
# >� �� >=# �~� ���. ह� ; 
�ह 33 ���2S H�7 	��� 4��� ह5,�0A# �=�� ह� 	� )=� �
�2 E��� ह� �� B��# 3. >=# �~ ���. 
ह� ; �#	�
 33 ���2S 	�	
�� (.� ह�,ह�
# � 	��� ह�,�ह ह�2 	��
� :�	ह�# ; �#	�
 ह� ��� 
�ह 4�	���� 4� ���S �. 4��. ह� �ह \�S.-\�S. 4�	���� ह� �� 4
4�	���� ह� �� 4� =�.� �	ह��8� 
ह�,�0A# �=�� ह� 	� L�� L�� ह�,�	ह��,�	ह�� ह�,�ह 	��. 3. ��S_ �# ह�,�ह �
�. ��S_ �#  
��� 	
3�� ���� ह� 	� �
�. )�
. ��S_ �
�� �.S �#
� :�ह�. ह� �� 
हZ �#
� :�ह�. ह� ; 
�#	�
 3���.� 4
�� ��S_ �. �� ���.I ���. ह�� 	� �@ह7
# 4ह�� �हZ 3. �Z, 33 ���2S �#  	ह��� 
�# �3. �	ह��T� �� �@ह7
# �.S �. ह� ; �#	�
 ��� ��� ...(���	�) �#	�
 �� �ह �ह
� :�ह�. 
ह�� 	� �3. ��bS�7 �#  ��4
.	�a 4� I���� �(�
� :�ह�# ह� �ह 
 �(��� B� 	�� �� ��� ��
# 
�2 ह���. ��� ��2 ; 3���.� 4
�� ��S_ 	�I�  )�# �. 
हZ ह� B��2 8
 �. 8 �#  ��= ह� ; B��2 
)�= )�= ��= ह� ; B�	�8 �
�. H�� ���	� ह� ; ...(���	�) 
 
 ���	�	 *&+�%, �	 !	� � ��(	�ह��) : �=��� �� �ह# ह� H�� ? ��=. ह� =8 ह� ? 
...(���	�)... 
 
 ����� ���	 )	��	: ��=. 
हZ ह� ; �� ��� �2 ह� �#	�
 �3��	� �ह���,	��. 3. 
	�� �� ��� ���
# �2 S� -��� �#4�	�S. ह�2 :�	ह8 ; �� �ह �ह
� :�ह�. ह�� 	� ��� ��� �# �0x#  
�(�8 4��# ह� ; ह� 	�� ��� ���
# �#  �E �2 ह� L� �� �ह :�ह�. ह�� 	� �3. �E 3�# �ह ���{#� 
ह�,�. �. >Y ह�,�. �. >Y (8�) ह�,�3. ��bS��� 	���� B
 �ह
7 �#  	�8 �: �2 )=� 	�� ��� 
����
� :�ह�# ह� �� >4 B� ��
 �2 /# ह��� �ह �ह2 	� ह�� ह� )�
# �
 �# 33 ���2S �� 4� 
	�� ह� ���� ��� ����
� :�ह�# ह� �� �0A# �=�� ह� 	� ह���. 3���.� 4
�� ��S_ B��� 
���=� ��#=. L� ��. E1 �ह 	�� ��� ह� 4�8=�,g�� �� )�
. 3���.� 4
�� ��S_ �. ��I 
�# �ह�. ह�� ;  
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 �� �-% , � $.��(�ह���VW): >��1.� �3��	� 4.,���� 4. 
# �ह�� �� 8� �ह0� 
�हC���1� �0x� ���0� 	��� ह� ; �Y �D9 �# ���� �#  3.�� L� ��ह� ह���. �ह
7 �� ���� L� 
	�*�
 �3�T� �2 >�E1 �#
# �#  ����* �2,	�*#�� ��
# �. ::9 ह��. �ह. ह� ; ���. ��S_4 8� 
��� �# �ह�� ह� 	� �	ह��T� �� >�E1 	��
� :�	ह8 ; B��#  ���4�� ह�#6� ���� �#  3.�� 
L� ��ह� ���-	���� �2 B� 	�*#�� �� ���� =�� ह� ; �� )�
. ��S_ �. T� �# ���� �#  B� 
��
 �� 4�� m��
 	���
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �#�#  
#�� 6�� ���� 4� �ह���VW �#  �0,� ��X. �# �� 
��:���. ��4 	�*#�� �#  `��� �	ह��T� �� 33 ���2S >�E1 	4�� �	�D� L� ��:��� 
�	�	��7 �2 ��� ��� ���# 3��� �2 	��. ��h� 
# )=� 	��� �� �ह �ह���VW 
# 	��� ; B�
�ह. 

हZ �	ह��T� �� )�
# �	� �. ���S_ �2 �� )�
# 	��� �. ���S_ �2 �����. �� )	*��� 3. 
	��
� :�	ह8 �ह 3. )=� 	�*#�� �.�#@� 	�� �#  ��m�� �# 	��. 	�*�
 �3� 
# ��	�� 	��� �� 
�ह �ह���VW 
# 	��� 4� 6�� ���� 4. �0, � ��X. �# T� B�. �#  �ह� �� >4 �ह�� �� )�
. 
��S_ 8
 �. �. �. T� �# �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �	ह�� 	�*#��,�ह >�E1 	�*#�� 4c� �# 4c� 
���� �2 ...(���	�) ���-��� ���0� �� 	��� =�� ह�,�ह >� L� ह� �� 4�
�# ह� �#	�
 4ह�� 
>� �ह�	� �� ���� ह�,�ह �� ����� �. 	4G�#���. ह��. ह� H�7	� 	�*#�� �# ���# ह� L� ���# 
��
 �� 8��� ���
# �� 3. ���� ����� �� ह��� ह� ; �� ����� �# 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� 4� 3. 
�0 \ B��2 g�# ���#�
6.� �0x#  ह� 	4
�. �4ह �# ��� ��� �ह �5: B*� �# �*� ह��� �ह� ह�,��#  
	�8 �0 \ 
 �0 \ ����� 	
���# ; �0 \ 3��
��8 �ह�� �� ^�H � �. =�Z >�E1 �#  3.�� >�E1 ; 
5� �� B� ���# �2 )�
. �ह�	� 
हZ ���0� �� ���� ह�� ; �� B�
� 4i� �ह��=� 	� �	ह��T� �� 
33 ���2S 4� >�E1 ह� �ह ह� ह�� �2 	��
� :�	ह8 L� B��#  	�8 �#�� �E,�#�# 
#��,ह� �� 
��= ���� �#  3.�� L� ��ह� �	S�` ह� ; ��,���� 4. 
# 4� 3��
� ^�U �. ह� B��#  ��� 
)�
. �ह�	� ^�U ���� ह�� ;  
 
 *�� ��ह��� � � !	�: ��

.� �3��	� 4.,�ह �ह0� ह. )ह� �0x� ह� L� B� �� 
��
 �2 �Y ��� =���-=��. �� ��हw� 3. �
� ह� ; ह���. ��S_ �� 3. ��

� �ह. ह5 	� 
�	ह��T� �� >�E1 	��
� :�	ह8,�#	�
 B� �#  ���-��� ह���. ��S_  

* Transliteration of the speech in Persian Script is available in the Hindi 
version of the debate. 
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�. 8� 	I� 3. ह�,��: 3. ह� L� ��. 	I�,��: �� ���
# ��� �� >� �# �ह
� :�ह��=� 	� 
>4��. �#  B�
 ���7 ��� 3. ह�2 �0

# �� �� �ह0� )�\.-)�\. ���2 	���. ह� 	� B� >�E1 
�# ह�2 BoI�� ह�,�#	�
 �0iD �5 �# 3. ह7,	��. 3. �=� �# ह7 �# �0iD ह� L� �	ह�� 	��. 3. �=� 
�# ह� �ह �	ह�� ह� ; ���B�7 �# B���� 
हZ ह� ���� L� :��	� ���B�7 �# B���� 
हZ ह� ���� 
B�.	�8 �ह 	�4��6
 �� ���.4
 ह0> ह5 L� ���4 �#  ��# ह08 ��=7 �� �(�
# �#  	�8 ��
�
 

# 4��
� �. ह� ;  
 
 �3��	� 4.,���4 �2 ��. ह0Y �	ह��8� ह� L� B� ह� �� ��. ह0Y ह� 	� )=� ह� 
)3. B� ��
 �# ��ह� 	
���� �/� �� �#2 �� B� ���. ह0Y *�� �2 �C�� ��/
# �� ��� 
>4 3. �	ह��8� �� �ह. ह� ; >4 3. *�� �2 ���� �. �/�2  �
�
# �� ��� �	ह��8� ���. 
	��2=. ; ह���. ����	4� ^����� B� ह� �� 44�� ह� :0�. ह�  	� �0A# �� ��4 �ह�# )��� 
�2 �~
# �� 	��� 	� �0 \ 
��.
� L��7 
# 	6���� �. 	� �
 �#  ��� �7 �#  ���	��7 
# �
 �#  
��� ����� 8� ��� �# )@��� �� ��9� 	��� ; �ह���, g�# �2 ह���. ��S_ �. 	I� L� ��: 
�ह ह�  	� ह���. ���4 �. �# �	ह���8 4� )3. 3. B�
. ��. ह0Y ह�,�
 �� H�� ह�=� ? B� 
	�4��6
 �2 �
 �. 	ह��#���. �5 �# ह�=. ? �ह���,ह���# ��
 �2 	4�
. 3. �	ह��8� ��h � �3� 
�2 �� ��� �3� �2 >�. ह�,ह�2 �
 �#  I.��. �# 3. )���4� ह� ���� ह� 	� ह� 	��
� 	�4��6
 
:�ह�# ह� L� 	��
� :�ह�# �ह# ह� ? ����� �. ��4.�=. ...(���	�)... 
 
 �� ��"� ��#$�: >� ::9 �� �	�8,�ह�# ह. )=� B� ��ह �� ��हw� �
� �2=# �� 
	�� ��
 �2 �3. 
हZ > ��8=� ; ...(���	�)... 
 
 �� ��घ ��� ����: 	�I�  घ	/���. >��� �ह��# ह� ...(���	�)... 
 
 �� �'	$��: >� )�
. ��� �	ह8 ;  
 
 *�� ��ह��� � � !	�: �3��	� 4.,��)�� �� �# B�
# �040=� )=� 	��S�� ��2 
�� ह�2 :0� ह� 4�
� :�	ह8 ;  
 
 �� ����� �. ��4.�=. �� 3. )���4� �=��� 4� ���� ह�,�#	�
 ह���. ��S_ �� 
)�
� �ह. ��

� ह� 	� 	�4��6
 �#  ह� �0�	�I 
हZ ह� ; ह����	� �Y ��� �ह ��� �ह. =�. ह� 
	� I.�� �� �#�� ह���� ��Y 	���* ह� ���� ह5,�#	�
 ह���.  

* Transliteration of the speech in Persian Script is available in the Hindi 
version of the debate. 
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�0	
���. ��#6�
. ���4 �. �ह �	ह��,���4 �� �ह �=� ह� 	4�# >4 3. 4.
# �� >*� 
)	*��� 3. 
हZ ह�,	4�# B� =	����# �� �ह0:�
# �. 	हG�� 
हZ ह� ���.,�ह ��: 3. 
हZ 
���� ; ह���. ��: �� ह���. 	I� �
 �	ह��T� �#  	�8 
हZ ह5,�
ह� �
 �	ह��T� �#  	�8  

हZ ह� 4� 	�z. �. �/�7 �� >�� 	�4��6
 �. ���= �� ���. ह�,ह���. 	I� 	�I�  �
 
�	ह��T� �� 
हZ ह� 4� ��� �,���#4 �� 4� ���. ह�,�=� ह���. ��S_ �� ��:
� L� �ह
� 
�ह ह5 	� =��� �#  )��� �ह
# ���. �	ह��,�C�� ��/
# ���. �	ह��,घ��घS ���
# ���. �	ह��,घ� 
�#  )��� 	�S
# ���. �	ह�� L� ��� ��
# ���. �	ह�� �#  	�8 	�4��6
 �� H�� ��.�� ह�=�? 
B� ��
 �� �ह0 �:
# �#  	�8 ��# �w
 �� ����� 	��� 4�8=� L� 4� �� ���4 �. B� �	ह�� 
�� 	�4��6
 �� ��3 
हZ �ह0 �:��,ह� �A��# ह�  	� B� 	�4��6
 �� ���� I���� 
हZ 	��#=� ; 
	�ह�4� B� 	�4��6
 �� 6�	�� ���# ह08 ���4 �� �ह �=� 	4�# ह� ���4���. :�ह�# ह� 	� 
�ह 3. B� ��
 �2 �ह0:� ��2 ,4� �� �
 �#  	�8 ��Y ��.
�ह�
. 
हZ ह��.,4� �� �
 �#  
ह0�� � �#  �ह�I0 4 �. 4��
� B� 	�� �#  )��� 
हZ ह��. ह�,��Y g�� ��
�
 �	ह��T� �#  	�8 
�
��� 4�
� �	ह��T� �#  I���# �#  	�8 �0 �z�
 
हZ ह�=�,�0�G�� 
हZ ह�=� 4� �� �
 �#  
ह0�� � �#  �ह�I0 4 �. 4��
� B� 	�� �#  )��� 
हZ ह��. ह� ; �ह0�-�ह0� 60	��� ;  

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN (Kerala): Hon. Chairman. Sir, I thank you for 

having permitted me to associate myself with the views and sentiments 

expressed by Smt. Sarla Maheshwari regarding reservation for women in 

Parliament as well as in the State Legislatures. This issue was pending before 

the Lok Sabha as well as in the Rajya Sabha for a long time and a lot of 

discussion has taken place in both the Houses. The matter had also been 

discussed in public. Generally, it is welcome to introduce such a legislation 

and pass it. The people in India, generally, welcome it. Of course, there are 

certain people who are raising some apprehensions. Some people also want 

reservation in reservation. Those problems are there. I do not want to go into 

those details. Another point that has been raised is that, nowhere in the world 

such a reservation is made or provided for women either in Parliament or in 

the State Legislatures. It is true. But there is no condition that we shall only 

reproduce legislations that are adopted in various other countries. In the case 

of certain legislations, we can take our own steps. For example, in the case of 

Panchayati Raj and local bodies, a provision was made for reservation for 

women. There were serious apprehensions expressed by several people.   

But, now, the experience is before us.   It is 
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working very well and it has not affected the functioning of the Panchayati 

Raj institutions or the local bodies. Therefore, my party had been 

supporting this Bill from the very begiiming, and even to this day, we are 

supporting it. We wholeheartedly support this. My suggestions is, this Bill 

should be passed in Parliament. Of course, there is a difference of opinion. 

Attempts may be made to arrive at a consensus. It is better to arrive at a 

consensus. If a consensus is not arrived at, on that ground, it shall not be 

delayed. My suggestion is, in that case, if we fail in our attempts to bring about 

a consensus among all, this Bill should be presented before the House and it 

should be passed.  This is what I have to say.  Thank you. 
 
 *�� )��--12-��� )��3(4G�� L� �l�.�): 4
�� :#���5
 ��,�ह 8� 	I��. 
��� ह� 	� �0c� �2 4�=]	� >Y L� ह���. �ह
7 
# gG�����2S �2,B�U��� �2,	���	���� �2 L� 
	Q@�=. �#  �0,�	�I 6��7 �2 	ह��#���. �� �0����� ��
� 60i �� 	��� T� �ह �
�� ह� ह� 
; 6���# �6	�� 
# 50 ��� �ह�# �ह� ��  L�� �. Q�� �# ह� ���
�� �2 ��= ; L�� 
 ह� �� 
�ह ���
�� �#��= ह� 4�8=. L� B��2 ��Y ��= 
हZ �ह#=� L� ��� 	��. ���� �2 B� ���� 
हZ 
ह� 	� �ह L�� �. 	��. 	������. �0�	�I� ��# H�7	� L�� ह� �� ��� �. iह ह�,���
�� 
�� ��= ह�,���. �0�	�I� 
हZ �. 4� ���. ; 4ह�� �� ह���. ���4. 	4@�=. �� ��z0� ह� 
:�� �0�.3� घ��
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हZ ह� �
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�� >4 3. �0�ह �# 6�� �� ��cह� �#  �5� �. ��ह 4I��6. L� �#ह
� ���#  6�� 
�� �� ��S. 	���. ह� L� ���� �	�  
0H� 	
����� ���� ���
�-�.S
� L� �� �� 40c� 
��
� 60i �� �#�� ह� ; ���� �� ��b����2S,�����,)�#G��. �� ��}�0� ह. 
हZ ह� ; �� B
 
�ह
7 �# �ह 3. ��\
� :�ह��=� 	� >�
# �
�#  ���#  �2 H�� ��:� ह� ? >��#  �0������ 4� ह� 
���.� ह�
� :�	ह8 L� >��� ह� �
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हZ :�#=.,�ह ���4 
हZ :�#=�,�ह ���4 
हZ ���#=�, 
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4� �� 	� ह���. �ह
,ह���. ���, ह���. �#S.  ���. ��ह �# B� BG���� �2 	ह��#��� 
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�#	�
 �ह �ह
,�#S. 	ह��#��� �ह �0�.3� ��= 
हZ ह� 4� 6ह�7 �2 �ह�# ह�,4� :�� �����#���7 �#  
L� 	4
�#  ��� 4���� ह� J4�=. �#  �
�� 	��42S ���. ह�,�
 घ��
7 �� 	��42S#6
 	�� �ह� 
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# ���#,��cह� �2 ��� ��
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# ���#,�
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हZ 	�� �ह. ह�,�#6� >��� 	��#=.,�#�� S�S�-	���� 
�. �#	S��� �ह�� >�� ���.�2 ��2=. L� )�
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# �I���� �. 	हI�4� �� ���. ह� ; 4� 
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�� ���. ह� ; �#	�
 4� 	���. ह�,4� 	����. ह�,4� �/��. ह�,	4
�. ���.� �2 	�I�  >��� 
L� >ह2 ह�,�
�#  �0�x� �2 4� 	�� ह�,�
�. 6��� B��# ���.� 
हZ ��� ��# =. ; B� 
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 ���� �ह�0T� �� �#�� �#  B� 	�� �� ��� ��
� :�	ह8 ; �� B��� 
����
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 ����� 45�&3	 ����: ��,��
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# ��= ह� 4� �C�� ��/�# �# �� g�# 
���/7 �0iD7 �. 
0��B��=. �� �ह# ह� ; 4� >4 �	ह��T� �#  	�8 B�
. )/:
 �=�Y 4� �ह. ह� 
; ...(���	�)... 
 
 �� ��"� ��#$�: ��,�� �� �# �� 8� �	ह�� �� 4�
�� ह�� 4� =�� �2 �C�� ��/�. 
�. L� ��� �3� �. ����� �Z,�
�� ��Y 	�4��6
 
हZ 	��� �� ; �ह )�
# �� �� >Y �Z 
; ...(���	�)... 
 
 ����� ���" �%&�: >4 �ह �S#S )�#G��. �2 ह� L� ��X. ह� ; ...(���	�)... 
 
 �� �	��� '�(	��: �ह ��VW.� 4
�� �� �. ����� �Z ; ...(���	�)... 

DR. DAS (Nominated): Thank you very much, Sir, for giving me an 

opportunity to speak. I need not emphasise on the significance of getting the 

Women's Reservation Bill passed. As I heard during the past two-and-a-half 

years in the House, all parties — the ruling party, the Opposition, allied 

parties, and we, the nominated Members -- are willing to get this Bill passed. 

But, as we see the scenario today, you know what is happening. Even those 

women who are in a good position are suffering. We have to have this right of 

sitting in the right place. At the same time, we should have equity. When we 

have reservation for the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled tribes, the 

minorities and the Backward Classes, why don't we have it for women also?  

Suppose if we get this Bill 
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passed as it is, that is, with 33 per cent reservation, in general, for all women, 

what, would happen to those women who are in remote areas - the most 

downtrodden, the most exploited, and the most illiterate women? Even if you 

see the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, and the minorities, it is only 

the affluent class among them, who live in urban areas, which is coming up. 

Only those come up who have had convent and English education. The 

people who live in remote areas, are not able to come up. Sir, I do not want to 

take much time, but I would strongly support this Bill, with a reservation, within 

it, for the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, the minorities and the 

Backward Classes. There is nothing wrong in making this reservation. I would 

like to share an experience with the House. Once I was talking to a group of 

women. They said, "We must fight in Parliament for our rights and we must get 

the reservation". Then, I said, "What will happen to those who live in 

backward, remote areas. Let them get it." They said, "You just go to the party. 

We do not bother about that". Such is the attitude even among women who 

belong to the forward group. So, I strongly recommend that we must have 

reservation within the reservation of 33 per cent, or, whatever the percentage 

may be.   Thank you, very much. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA (Andhra Pradehs): Sir, our party 

wholeheartedly supports this Bill. I associate myself with Mrs. Sarla 

Maheshwari. 

In Andhra Pradesh, ladies are given more importance in the Legislative 

Assembfy. Even though there is no reservation for ladies, our Chief Minister, 

Mr. Chandra Babu Naidu, in the recent Assembly and Parliamentary elections, 

gave nearly 32 seats for ladies. He has also given to ladies five Ministries 

which are important portfolios. The Assembly Speakership has also been 

given to a lady Member. We have implemented the reservations for ladies in 

the local bodies also a very long time back. We are also implementing the 

reservation in jobs for ladies also. 

I request that the Bill should be passed at the earliest.  Thank you. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Mr. Chairman, Sir, 

we have been having this debate on 33 per cent reservation for women for the 

last two-and-a-half years. I have been reading about this in the newspapers, 

and I have been hearing about this for the last six to eight months I have been 

in this august House.  It is a prime example of the total 
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hypocrisy of all political parties across the entire spectrum from the extreme 

right to the extreme left. The reason is this. Everybody, whether he is inside or 

outside this august House, makes long speeches on why women should have 

33 per cent reservation. Yes, a short time ago, when the Election 

Commissioner called a meeting of all political parties and asked, "Instead of 

having this eternal argument in the House, will the political parties reserve 33 

per cent of seats on their own?", they put off this argument, and, knowing fully 

well that it will not be passed, said, "Let us go back to the House." 

So, Mr. Chairman, through you, I appeal to the good sense of all political 

parties; let us not be hypocrites. Let us pass this Bill. Let the political parties 

give 33 per cent seats within their respective parties. Let the political parties 

have the responsibility ef including such ladies, about whom our friends here 

have been eloquently saying; "f£ra# erf % f, ^-^^TyT % 11" Let them include 

these people and field them as candidates. But, when these realities are put 

to these parties, they say that these ladies are not winnable candidates. Let 

us put the responsibility on the political parties. Let them stand up to what 

they promise and propose. Let them field 33 per cent women candidates in 

their own respective political parties. Thank you. Sir 

Killing of fisliermen by Srilankan Navy 

SHRI N. THALAVAI SUNDARAM (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Chairman, thank 

you for giving me the opportunity. 

I strongly condemn the brutal attack and brutal killing of the Tamil Nadu 

fishermen by the Sri Lankan Navy. This is not the first time that this incident 

took place in our State. This has happened several times. More than 100 

fishermen have been killed in the past seven years. 

The fishermen from Adhirampattinam, Vedaranyam, Kodaikanari, 

Ramanathapuram, Puddukottai, Thanjavur, Nagapattinam and Kanyakumari 

districts are traditionally fishing in the coastal area of Sri Lanka. This is not the 

first time that this incident took place. 

In 1997, there was a statement in the Press by the Major General of the 

Southern Command; 

"We are not able to find the international boundary." 

This is the first statement.  The second statement was; 
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